Bringing Strategy Into Action for a Mature Identity Program

As digital transformation and the Internet of Things continue to reshape our collective reality, status quo identity (IAM) programs are quickly hitting their glass ceilings. Variables like remote work, stolen credentials, insider threats, third-party technology and nonhuman identities further complicate an already dynamic threat environment as they outpace IAM capabilities and render networks vulnerable in unprecedented ways. How then, do forward-looking enterprises mature their existing investments while keeping identity at the core of their cybersecurity program?

Optiv Solutions

That's where Optiv’s identity advisory service comes in. Applying proven industry and consulting expertise, we can help you optimize your most critical business processes to align with tomorrow’s IAM architecture. Apart from improved operational efficiencies and ROI, the result is a managed and future-proof identity program that’s compliant with complex industry regulations, including fraud detection and customer identity protection.

How We Do It

- **Define your critical business processes** while classifying systems and supporting assets
- **Take stock** of what you have in order to identify people, process and technology gaps
- **Prioritize and execute** your programs strategy
- **Continually measure performance**, then adapt and improve
- **Develop your enterprise objectives** with senior executives and board of directors
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**Proof Points**

- **75% of Fortune 500** served by Optiv, in addition to 7,000+ clients
- **15 Years**
  Average amount of experience from our 15+ IAM leaders and practitioners
- **15+** relevant industry certifications
**Why People Choose Optiv**

**Our People**
Comprised of former Big 4 IAM directors, enterprise architects and risk auditors, Optiv’s experts have an average of 15 years of experience solving complex IAM challenges.

**Strategy Into Action**
Optiv’s IAM experts bring quality plans and recommendations to the table, then execute tailored strategies without delay.

**Certified Professionals**
Holding CISSP, CISM, CISA, CSM, C|CISO, CEDS, CDPSE, Six Sigma Green Belt, MBA, Prosci, Agile Scrum, Agile OCM, PMP and Lean Change Management certifications.

**Team-Based Delivery**
Putting our heads together on every engagement delivers deeper knowledge and faster results.
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**Business Enablement**
- Digital transformation
- Secure remote work
- Customer identity analytics

**Managed Security & Compliance**
- Fraud detection and identity proofing
- Comply and manage complex industry regulations
- Detect, react and respond to dynamic threat environments

**Enhanced User Experience**
- End user across privileges
- Enhanced on/de-boarding
- Curb problematic password issues

**Operational Efficiency**
- Managed human and nonhuman identities
- Integrated identity lifecycle
- Cost optimization

**Identity Access Management (IAM)**
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**Secure greatness™**
Optiv Security is the cyber advisory and solutions leader, delivering strategic and technical expertise to more than 7,000 companies across every major industry. We partner with organizations to advise, deploy and operate complete cybersecurity programs from strategy and managed security services to risk, integration and technology solutions. With clients at the center of our unmatched ecosystem of people, products, partners and programs, we accelerate business progress like no other company can. At Optiv, we manage cyber risk so you can secure your full potential.
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